
Chapter 173:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
ALIENATED FIERCE BEAST, EVOLUTION CUBE
UPGRADE
"Um?"

Lu Yuan looked at the giant dog in surprise.

The evolution crystal actually moved?

Just when Lu Yuan was puzzled, a group of guards in battle armor rushed over.

"Kill!! Destroy these fierce beasts! Don't keep one!!"

The roar sounded from the forest, the spiritual power fluctuated, and the powerful
combat skills bloomed in the forest and landed on the fierce beast.

The fierce beast that had already planned to escape suddenly roared.

When the dark red giant dog saw this, the pitch-black antennae on his head vibrated
slightly, his eyes were red, and he let out an angry roar.

It ran to the side that was not surrounded by the guards, and all the fierce beasts along
the way were hit by it.

Lu Yuan widened his eyes slightly when he felt the breath of the fierce beast.

The aura of this fierce beast is actually very strong, reaching the level of a Tier 3
low-level lord.

Such a powerful fierce beast, didn't even come together to kill him before?

Lu Yuan squinted his eyes, and a huge black metal cylinder with a length of one meter
emerged in his hand.

Tianlei No. 1 Psionic Cannon (Tier 3 100%): Lord-level spiritual creature.
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This is a treasure that Lu Yuan obtained from a 10,000-meter-high building in the
Central Floating City.

It is also one of the most powerful treasures Lu Yuan has obtained.

Originally, Lu Yuan planned to keep it in the future to deal with more powerful lords,
even Tier 4 warlords, but this fierce beast successfully attracted his attention.

Lu Yuan raised the psionic cannon and turned on the switch.

Incomparably powerful spiritual power emerged from the psionic cannon, and the next
moment, the roar remembered, a blue-white psychic beam that was about 100 meters

long shot out.

Almost instantly, the psionic light beam penetrated the dense fierce beast and appeared

beside the dark red giant dog.

The dark red giant dog felt the deadly threat, its blood-red eyes shrank violently, the
black tentacles on its forehead shook, and black energy weapons emerged.

"Roar!!!"

It let out a terrifying roar, and there was a stream of black mist emerging all over the

body, which instantly blocked it in front of it.

boom! ! !

The Tier 3 Consummation level Tianlei Spiritual Energy Cannon fell on the black fog.

The terrifying roar sounded, and the psychic energy raged, among which there was a
flash of thunder power. Within a hundred meters, all the beasts were torn to pieces at
the first time, and the air wave turned into a gust of wind, sweeping in all directions,
even The earth is shaking.

The originally dark sky was illuminated by white light, like daylight.

In the forest in the distance, a middle-aged man with ordinary-looking black hair is
leading a group of pioneers strangling the fierce beasts ahead. After seeing the bursting
spiritual power not far away, after seeing the powerful aura, endure His eyes widened,
revealing a hint of shock.



"what happened!?"

With such a powerful force, even if he was inside, it would be a little dangerous.

His face changed, and he rushed towards the direction of spiritual power fluctuations.
Along the way, all the fierce beasts were unmatched.

After the psionic bomb exploded, Lu Yuan's eyes flashed and rushed in the direction of
the dark red beast.

He didn't continue to guard the entrance of the cave, and now all the fierce beasts were

running away, and he didn't have time to pay attention to the Grote inside.

What's more, now Tier 3 fierce beasts have basically been killed by Lu Yuan. Tier 2
fierce beasts pose no threat to Grote and Lu Yuan need not worry about their safety.

Lu Yuan soon approached the area where the psionic bomb burst.

At this moment, the white aura slowly dissipated, revealing the scene inside.

A circular deep pit with a radius of nearly fifty meters appeared in the sight of the land
edge. On the other side of the pit was the forest. Some of the trees were turned into dust
under the aftermath of the psionic bomb, and the trees further away were also covered.
The blow broke, with a messy face.

At the bottom of the pit, a fierce beast with a little broken body was lying underneath.

This fierce beast is dark red all over, nearly eight meters long, and is a giant dog.

Its forehead was mixed with a silver unicorn, and the unicorn was broken at this
moment.

There are also two black tentacles.

At this moment, the black tentacles were also broken, and a thin jet of black mist
surging on the surface of its body.

Compared with before, it can be regarded as dying at this moment, and its breath is
extremely weak.



Lu Yuan looked at the ruthless beast in the pit, but did not descend to the bottom of the

pit.

I always feel that this black mist is a bit weird.

This thing reminded Lu Yuan of the dark figure he had encountered in Xili City before.

Alienation?

Lu Yuan couldn't help but raised his eyebrows.

He took out a psionic bomb and threw it down.

boom! !

A group of flames rose from below, and a strange scream emerged from the flames. Lu
Yuan could vaguely see strands of black mist in the flames twisting and dissipating.

He squinted his eyes and his scalp was a little numb.

There is something wrong with this thing?

Fortunately, he was relatively stable and did not run.

The flame dissipated, and the fierce beast below was already scorched. Lu Yuan looked
at the scorched fierce beast, thought about it, and dropped another psionic bomb.

boom! !

The flame rose again.

This time, no dark mist appeared.

While the flame was still burning, Lu Yuan's expression suddenly changed slightly.

He felt that something seemed to have entered his body.

This thing makes people feel a little cool, and finally this thing enters the evolution
cube.

Lu Yuan seemed to feel that Evolution Cube was a little different from before.



"This feeling……"

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed.

This reminded Lu Yuan that he was in front of the Soul Eater, and this happened to the
Evolution Cube.

He doesn't know what the Evolution Cube has absorbed, but he can feel that the
changes after the Evolution Cube has absorbed things are developing in a good
direction.

Lu Yuan became more and more curious about what exactly had been absorbed by the
Evolution Cube.

He looked at the faint blue cube around the gene chain, and he always felt that there
was something on the cube, but he couldn't perceive it.

…………

While Lu Yuan was thinking, an ordinary-looking black-haired man pierced through
the group of fierce beasts and came to the side close to the mountain wall.

After seeing the deep pit on the ground, the black-haired man's pupils shrank, revealing
a hint of shock.

This destructive power...even as much as him!

He glanced at the edge of the other side of the pit and looked down at a handsome
young man at the bottom of the pit.

Naturally, he knew this boy.

Lu Yuan, obviously a common awakening, had burned the lord-level gene in Tier 2
Tianjiao.

A genius in the genius camp.

Lu Yuan made this pit? !

How can this be? ?



The black-haired man had a look of disbelief in his eyes.

Lu Yuan was clearly second-order, even if he was a lord, even if he reached the
second-order Consummation, he should not have such a powerful destructive power.

And, what is he looking at?

The black-haired man looked at the bottom of the pit with some confusion.

At the bottom of the deep pit, there was still a wisp of flame burning. In the flame,
there was a char-like object, which was no longer visible.

When the black-haired man saw this, the corners of his mouth twitched.

He could naturally see that the flame below was not the same attack that caused this
deep pit.

In other words, after blasting out this deep pit, did Lu Yuan continue to attack below?

Do you have to dry the beast to ashes?

What kind of grudge?

At this moment, the black-haired man's complexion changed, and his pupils shrank
violently as he watched the pitch-black mist emanating from the charcoal-like corpse.

"This is……"

His body disappeared in place and appeared beside Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan discovered the existence of the black-haired man when he first appeared.

After all, his perception ability is already very strong.

However, because he knew it was the vanguard, Lu Yuan didn't care.

After the black-haired man appeared in front of Lu Yuan, Lu Yuan raised his head and
looked at the black-haired man.

Seeing Lu Yuan's head up, the black-haired man said:



"Lu Yuan, I am Wang Jiashu, head of the 1st Regiment of the Vanguard Army. I have
received an order to annihilate the tide of beasts!"

Lu Yuan quickly saluted a military salute:

"Hello sir!"

Wang Jiashu nodded, then said with a solemn expression:

"You did this?"

Lu Yuan knew that Wang Jiashu was worthy of a deep pit, and nodded:

"Yes sir! I did it."

Wang Jiashu glanced at Lu Yuan deeply, and didn't ask how Lu Yuan did it.

He pointed to the black coke underneath, and said:

"what is that?"

Lu Yuan thought for a while, and said, "It's the chief fierce beast! It's a low-level lord
fierce beast of Tier 3."

"Tier 3 low-level lord..."

Wang Jiashu's pupils shrank slightly, fell silent, and said:

"Do you know what that black air is?"

Lu Yuan thought for a while and slowly said:

"I think it may be the chief of alienation."

Wang Jiashu raised her eyebrows slightly, looking at Lu Yuan with a little
astonishment:

"You actually know about alienation?"

Lu Yuan smiled: "I have experienced two alienation phenomena, sir."



Counting the one in the previous predecessor, plus the one in Xili City, he has indeed
experienced two alienation phenomena.

Wang Jiashu was taken aback, looked at Xia Luyuan, and then laughed:

"I didn't expect you to have such an experience, and to be alive, you are very lucky."

"I feel so too."

Lu Yuan smiled, although his predecessor was dead.

Lu Yuan paused, and continued to speak:

"Sir, since this fierce beast is alienated, does that mean that the beast tide may have a lot
of alienated beasts? Is this beast tide related to this?"

Wang Jiashu smiled:

"This is what those big people need to consider. I think they must already know it.
What we have to do is to guard our defense line and don't let those beasts step through
our defense line area and enter the empire."

"Yes!"

Wang Jiashu nodded, then his face became heavy:

"By the way, where are your teammates?"

Wang Jiashu felt that since he was surrounded by fierce beasts, Lu Yuan might have no
problem, but the others might be more ugly than good.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "They are all in the cave over there."

Lu Yuan pointed to the other side.

Wang Jiashu turned his head and looked over.

After seeing the corpses of the beast on the ground in front of the cave, Wang Jiashu's
pupils shrank sharply.

"This... you killed these fierce beasts?!"



The corpses all over the floor, what's so special, there are almost two thousand fierce
beasts, right? ?

Lu Yuan actually killed so many? !

How did he do that? !

Wang Jiashu saw potholes in many areas.

But compared to this huge pit with a radius of 50 meters, it is much smaller.

It's only about ten meters in radius.

Wang Jiashu counted, and there were almost a dozen of them.

The corners of his mouth twitched, this guy won't take out any terrible bombs and keep
throwing them! ?

Forget it.Wang Jiashu saw the fierce beasts at the entrance of the cave. At first glance,
he was not killed by the bombing. It was obviously killed by Lu Yuan. Some fierce
beasts still had a lot of sword marks on their bodies.

There are hundreds of these fierce beasts, right?

Was this all killed by Lu Yuan alone? !

Wang Jiashu had some doubts whether Lu Yuan was actually third-order.

Naturally, Lu Yuan didn't know Wang Jiashu's thoughts. He nodded, "Laughs, I killed
it."

Wang Jiashu was silent. After he was silent, he said:

"Let's go, take me to the cave, your team can find a small wave of beasts. It is a hero.
Since it is all right now, we should protect it. Then there will be no accidents for you."

Lu Yuan nodded.

He took Wang Jiashu and walked over. At the entrance of the cave, Grot was standing
outside at the moment, looking out of the cave vigilantly.



After seeing Lu Yuan coming in, they all breathed a sigh of relief.

However, after seeing Wang Jiashu behind Lu Yuan, Grote's several people were
shocked. They all stood up straight and saluted:

"Head Wang!"

Wang Jiashu nodded and smiled slightly:

"Well. It's okay for you to be fine. This time I have worked hard for you."

Grote felt a little embarrassed in their hearts: "No hard work!"

They knew in their hearts that the real hard work was clearly Lu Yuan.

If it weren't for Lu Yuan, they would have been eaten long ago.

"Go out, after a big battle, you can go back to rest first, and I will let other teams take
your place on duty."

Grot nodded, a little grateful.

Several people left the flashing, and the guards outside had already killed many fierce
beasts and narrowed the encirclement to a position close to the open space.

All the fierce beasts are desperate now, desperately desperate.

However, in the face of a better-coordinated guard army, even if the fierce beasts
desperately, it is difficult to have an effect.

The genetic warrior is like this. If they perform their duties, if there is a good team that

cooperates, they can even kill beasts that are much stronger than themselves.

Soon, they wiped out all the fierce beasts and came to the clearing area.

After seeing the large and small deep pits in the clearing and the corpses of fierce beasts
all over the ground, they were all stunned, a little dazed.

what's the situation? !

Didn't they come to destroy the beast?



Why haven’t they come here~www.mtlnovel.com~ There are so many dead beasts

here?

When everyone was confused, Wang Jiashu brought Lu Yuan and a few people over.

Wang Jiashu glanced over, and saw that all the vanguards were blank and grinned:

"I know you have some doubts. The fierce beasts here were killed by the 22 scout

soldiers Lu Yuan!"

Hearing this, many of the vanguards widened their eyes and looked at Lu Yuan in a
daze.

Most of them attended the welcome party and naturally knew who Lu Yuan was.

They didn't expect Lu Yuan to be so strong.

Lu Yuan was almost embarrassed by so many vanguards.

Wang Jiashu opened the mouth and said:

"Well, now that the animal tide has been annihilated, let's go back."
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